
PSIDA PVac 1.38kW 
fully integrated AC system

The PSIDA ZEV PVac1.38kW is designed and manufactured for 
easy install related to pitched or �at roofs, ground mount or solar carport, 
solar charging station and Building Integrated 
Photovoltaic. 

Utilizing four of our unique PZ345W-72 solar panels, our PZ1.38kW inverter, special mounting 
and interconnect hardware, the PVac1.38kW requires only a single AC hookup per 1,380 Wp DC. 

The unique self-cleaning, UV cuto� AR coated tempered glass, high e�ciency 
solar cells and maximum e�ciency inverter provides the highest power output per watt installed.

PSIDA ZEV algorithms determine the grid voltage and frequency, matches to that voltage and 
frequency while providing maximum amperage I output with our MPPT algorithms providing 
a steady AC output. 

Each PVac1.38kW is monitored using our WiFi cloud approach maximizing
the reporting accuracy while reducing overall wire costs for small and large installations.

Each PVac1.38kW is installed through simple parallel wiring quick connects. Each phase can 
handle up to 5MW of installation (single phase maximum is 5 MW) and 15 MW on a three phase 
operation 480 VAC before requiring a transformer stepup. This minimizes overall costs associated 
with large installations with plenty of capability for smaller installations.

As a stand alone, grid tied system, the PVac1.38kW can be installed using the total number 
of systems desired from 1 system up to 3620 systems on a single local grid. This allows you to 
grow your system as more power needs develop or start with a smaller system for maximum 
ROI adding to the overall local grid when appropriate.

Easy to install. Everything is provided as a four solar panel system

powered by solar

The Sun is forever, you deserve the best in solar panel 
price and e�ciency on the planet.
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PSIDA PVac 1.38kW 
AC Speci�cations.

WiFi communications allows for monitoring of each system installed.
Any size system can be installed. Up to 5 MW per phase (or single phase), 
up to 15 MW 480VAC 3-Phase.

Certi�cations completed. UL 1741/IEEE 1547, CSA C22.2, CE, EN50178, VDE 0128-1-1, &
TUV Rheinland.

Voltage supported: 208, 230 & 240 VAC. 50/60 Hertz Autosynchronization for Grid Tie,
interrupted Grid-Tie and O� Grid Applications (Customer speci�ed).

GFDI Protection, . Remote sensing for current shorts not interrupted by breakers.
12 or 10 AWG electrical harness for up to 3 or 5 PVac systems per circuit.

Junction Box - Easy Tie in of solar PV corcuits

        Easy interlock connectors. Distinct 
        predetermined DC to DC connectors 
        between the two panels with unique 
        AC connection to harness on opposite 
        side of Panel B avoids possible miswiring 
        of system. Junction box/ Combiner ties 
        circuit into standard building or house 
        wiring.

The Sun is forever, you deserve the best in solar panel 
price and e�ciency on the planet.
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Monitoring your 
PSIDA PVac1.38kW 
System

Daily Monitoring of overall system output 

Individual Panel Monitoring 

The Sun is forever, you deserve the best in solar panel 
price and e�ciency on the planet.
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PSIDA Solar Panel AR Coating  
Solar Panel antire�ective glass characteristics:
Note that PSIDA provides �xed ground or rooftop, 
pitched and �at systems. We optimize power
production by utilizing non-imaging optics and AR, 
antire�ective coatings on our glass. The PVac1.38kW 
rooftop system takes advantage of PSIDA's e�orts 
in commercial, utility and residential to obtain 
maximum power production.

The solar panel AR coating is a hard nanomaterial
coating which eliminates UV below 350 nm while
maximizing sunlight transmission beyond the 
ability of normal glass.

In addition, the rough surface of the nanomaterial 
exposes organic material to the blocked UV, and
creates a self cleaning of organic material due to 
ultraviolet decay.

Note: Tempering of the glass has little impact on the 
hard AR coating and this coating does not decay in UV 
like cheaper Plastic AR coatings found on lower solar panels.

DC System Speci�cations
For per panel speci�cation (see PZ345-72 data sheet)

Pmax(W) : 1,380 watt, four PZ345W - 72 panels 
L x W x T (Volume): 3,911.6 x 2082.8 x 61 mm3 
12' 10” x 82 x 2.4 inches cubed 
Area (cubic inches) 12' 10" x 3' 6"
Module e�ciency – 17.77%, cell e�ciency – 21.05% 
Solar Cell: Monosilicon 3.2 mm 
Multi�lm tempered glass 3 bypass diode protection
Antire�ective nanomaterial coating
Maximum Grid Backfeed Current: 50 mA
Encapsulate: TPT/EVA/Cells/EVA/Glass
Temperature: -40 to 65 o C operating Pmax (-0.5%/ o C)
Storm Resistance: IEC61215 certi�ed (204 mph)
Junction boxes: - IP65
Weight – Panel A: 23.5 kg, Panel B: 25.5 kg

Panel DC Solar Response under �ash test conditions. Nominal operating cell temperature of 47 o C, 117 o F when back side cooling is not applied.
Anodized aluminum frame. Galvanized steel hardware.

Max Sunlight Transmission
UV eliminated below 350nm
and it Self Cleaning

Less Sunlight Transmission
Harmful UV not eliminated
Not self Cleaning

PSIDA PANEL
with AR coating

Other Regular PANEL
(without) AR coating

NONE AR coating

GlassGlass

AR coating

SUN
SUN

The Sun is forever, you deserve the best in solar panel 
price and e�ciency on the planet.
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PSIDA Pellicle Glass (Option)
Optional Pellicle Tempered 2X AR (double sided AR) glass: 
As part of PSIDA's e�orts to improve power production 
and long term life of your system, we also o�er the 
Pellicle Glass option.

Developed originally for use in the full polar tracking system. 
The Magnetic Sputtered Vacuum Deposited multiindex AR coatings 
used on the tempered pellicle glass increases overall transmission 
of light to the solar panel to almost 100%. The hardness of the coating 
protects the solar panel from sand, hailstones, rocks and �ying 
debris while increasing power output. 

It should be noted that sunlight does not reach the 
solar panels from directly overhead. In a �xed or rooftop 
system, typical solar power systems only provide
maximum power at solar noon on one day out of the year.

Even on hot summer days, if there are any clouds at 
best only 45% of the sun'srays are directly normal to 
the surface at any time. On winter days, the di�used 
light re�ected o� the snow can signi�cantly increase 
your power production as long as you can capture 
that light at angles not perfectly perpendicular to 
the solar panel.

PSIDA accomplishes this by use of a unique multi-index 
of refraction antire�ective coating that increases the 
amount of light at shallow angles (for example - early 
in the morning) that reaches the solar panel. In addition, 
as can be seen in the graph, UV is eliminated below 
400 nm and Infrared is reduced above 1200 nm. This 
reduces the amount of absorbed light in the solar cell, 
thus reducing its heat and increasing your power output.
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Increasing power output

Flying debris

The Sun is forever, you deserve the best in solar panel 
price and e�ciency on the planet.
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PSIDA Electric Storage

PSIDA maximizes our PVac1.38kW system to provide maximum kWh per kW installed production at minimal 
cost per watt. This maximizes your return on investment!

Electrical Storage. PSIDA provides standard storage sizes of 12 kWh single phase through 6 MW three phase. 
Based on our knowledge of electric batteries, DC systems and inverters the PSIDA ZEV Head of Household 
inverter takes care of battery management, charging and DC to AC conversion at 83% total power in/power 
out e�ciency.

PSIDA use a unique silicate gel battery in our electric storage system. The gel of this battery is essentially 
a fertilizer and contains no acids or dangerous chemicals. You can actually mix the gel directly into the ground 
and fertilize your plants. Thus recycle of the batteries is clean and Earth friendly. Since these are the same 
batteries as our electric vehicles, you bene�t through the 8 year warranty and high volume discount that 
PSIDA obtains.

The SolaStor electric storage system acts as the master driver when the grid is not present and as a current 
assist at all times to reduce brown out impacts on equipment, refrigerators, freezers and air conditioners. 
In the case of a complete grid power loss, a momentary response of 50 millisec or less occurs prior to switching
 to being a master controller, but no power support is lost.

Long Term Power Output

Inverter Technology
Most DC to AC inverters used for solar PV power use electrolytic capacitors to smooth out Voltage and
Current �uctuations due to clouds over the solar panels. PSIDA uses a unique approach of radial
capacitors and planar transformers internal to the inverter that eliminates having electrolytic capacitors
on the AC side for smoothing out Voltage and Current output. The advantage of this approach is the
inverter works the same 20 years down the road as when it was �rst installed.

Elimination of Ultraviolet Decay of Encapsulate and Sealants.
Plastics decay under ultraviolet light. Solar cells do not actually deteriorate with time as some people
think. It is the plastic encapsulate which protects the solar cells from moisture and salt that deteriorate in
UV exposure. Our PVac1.38kW systems cut out UV below 400 nm, thus eliminating the "fogging" or
yellowing issue which deteriorates power output. This is why its better to utilize a full system provider
instead of just "shopping" for panels. PSIDA works towards the same high power output per sunlight
available 20 years down the road as when you �rst install your system.

The Sun is forever, you deserve the best in solar panel 
price and e�ciency on the planet.
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PSIDA Warranty
Warranty
30 year product warranty against manufacturing defect. 95% power warranty for 15 years, 
90% for 25 years. Power is warranted against initial installation veri�cation and NASA based model.
If Pellicle glass is used, power warranty is 97% (15 years) and 93% (25 years). This includes the entire system
consisting of solar panels, hardware and inverters. Warranty does not cover breakage due to vandalism, 
storms, �oods, typhoons, hurricanes, typhoons, monsoons or winds above 125 mph
or other acts of nature. Warranty does not cover damage by man, equipment, tools or
other acts initiated by Man.

The performance warranty is based on initial veri�cation of performance to model predictions
and replacement of any equipment that PSIDA deems worthwhile to replace even if that
equipment is not faulty, just poor performance. The average power production is warranted to
be no less than minus 15% of predicted model based on rolling 22 year average data provided by
NASA. . Customer is responsible for maintaining the cleanliness of the top side solar panels and
for maintaining wiring condition related to mice, other rodents, snakes, ants or other natural
pests that could cause shorts or damage to electrical wiring.

PSIDA 1.38kW microinverter electrical spec�cations for 208 through 277 VAC.

DC operating parameters
DC input power: 630 to 2000 watts
Peak Power Tracking Voltage: 53 to 160 V
Maximum DC input Voltage: 180V
Nominal DC input Current: 8 Amp
Maximum DC input Current: 32 Amp

Output AC Operating Parameters
Nominal output power: 415 W and above
Maximum output power: 2,000 W
Maximum output current (RMS): 10 Amps
Voltage /Frequency: Two leg, 120 degree phase
(208, 230, 240,277) 50/60 Hz

Standard Warranty 25 year limited
* Speci�cations are subject to change. 
Please refer to latest documentation.

For more info visit www.psida.webs.com

E�ciency
Total System DC rating to AC (includes panels) 
93.3% to 96.4%
CEC nominal average e�ciency 94.7%
Nominal MPP tracking 99.0%
Power Factor > 0.99

Mechanical data
Operating Temperature -40 to 65 degree C
Enclosure rating NEMA-4, IP 54

Standard Compliance
EMC IEEE 1547 CE(EN 61000)
Safety UL 1741 VDE 0126-1-1
IEEE 1547 EN50178, TÜ V
CSA C22.2 Rheinland Type App.

The Sun is forever, you deserve the best in solar panel 
price and e�ciency on the planet.
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